
How To Pack Your RMA

Raven products are sensitive electro-mechanical devices. Whether returning devices for refund,
exchange, or repair, they must be properly packaged to prevent damage in transit. At the sole
discretion of Raven, improperly packaged products may not be considered for warranty repairs
if damaged during transit to Raven’s facility. Furthermore, Raven does not seek restitution from
carriers for damaged units.

The following steps are recommended packing guidelines for secure packing. If packed per the
guidelines, the unit will more than likely survive serious mishandling. Unfortunately, under
certain circumstances, damage cannot be avoided. Therefore, beware that even though all
guidelines were followed, Raven does not assume responsibility for damaged goods.

Step 1: Box Selection

Make sure to choose a box that will keep the scanner constrained to where it can’t move around
during shipment. (Note: If you have the original Scanner boxing this is best to use.)
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Step 2: Box Inlay

Before packing your Raven Scanner inlay bubble wrap to cushion your scanner.

Step 3: Wrapping Your Raven Scanner

To better protect your Raven Scanner it is best to wrap the scanner with bubble wrap as shown
below 2x.

1x Example
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2x Example

Step 4: Wrapping Feeder Tray and Cables

Shown below are examples of wrapping your Feeder Tray and cables separately.

Feeder Tray
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Cables

Step 5: Packing Scanner
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To pack your scanner insert the Scanner into the box then place the input tray and cables on top
of the Raven scanner.

Step 6: Folding Inlay and Filling in Space

Lastly you will want to fold in your bubble wrap inlay from Step 2 and insert some packing
materials such as packing paper, additional bubble wrap, plastic bags, etc… into the sides and
top. This will keep the scanner stationary and not able to move around during the shipping
process.
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Example Folding Inlay

Example Filling In Sides

Example Filling In Top
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